










Two More CONDOR Sets  The parts from 2 sets with
BZP Strips, etc were described in 25/725, and some brief
notes on earlier sets with nickel parts appeared in 18/497.
Now two larger, near complete, nickel sets are to hand, a
No.4 in a wooden box (courtesy David Hobson), and a No.6
in cardboard. Each of these four inputs has characteristics
which  distinguish  it  from  the  others,  and  show  how  the
system  developed.  For  ease  of  reference  the  different
stages  will  be  called  Phases  1–4,  their  probable  chrono-
logical order, and their main features are as follows:

Phase 1. The No.4 Set above. Set range 1–7. Parts are
mostly  nickel  &  red.  No plastic  parts.  The manual  cover,
identical to the lid label, is shown bottom right. It is similar to
the cover in OSN 18 but the light blue parts in the latter are
silver, or, for the Wheels, black.

Phase  2.  The  No.6  Set  above.  Sets  are  1–8  with
changes to all but 1-3. Parts as Phase 1. Lid label as Phase
1 but the manual cover is the ‘blue’ OSN 18 type.

Phase 3. The Sets 1 & 2 in OSN 18. The parts are as in
Phase  2  except  that  the  Pulleys  are  plastic.  The label  &
manual cover are both ‘blue’.

Phase 4. The OSN 25 Sets 4 & 5. Set 9 added to range.
BZP replaces nickel and is used on some parts previously
painted;  the Plates are red, blue,  & green. Gears & most
Pulleys are plastic (as they may have been in Ph.3.) New lid
label & packaging; better printed manuals with new cover.

Note. The blue manual cover in OSN 18 was supplied by
Condor  in  May,  1969;  the  change  from  the  silver/black
label/cover to the blue type may of course occurred over an
extended period for the different sets.

The  PARTS  There  are  no  significant  differences
between the parts in Phases 1 & 2. Compared to Ph.4 the
main  differences  are  that  the  Strips  &  Brackets  (and the
A/Gs,  not  included  in  the  Ph.4  sets)  are  nickel,  and  the
Pulleys & Gears are metal. The colours differ a little too, the
most noticeable being that in Ph.1/2 all Plates are light red,
and some of the small Ph.4 BZP parts are painted. In the
notes that  follow only differences compared with  the Ph.4
parts will be noted. The parts will be considered in the same
order as in OSN 25, followed by those not seen before.
• Strip parts. Widths from 12.0 to 12.2mm found. The holes
in the Curved Strip are 4.1mm against 4.4mm in Ph.4. 
• Trunnions. In some the spacing of the top hole & the slot
does not allow a Strip to be bolted through them.
• Angle Bracket. As noted in OSN 25 this part seems to be
made from the Flat Bracket but in these parts (&, probably,
the Ph.4 parts) the A/Bs have less metal outside the slotted
hole, typically 2½mm against 4½mm for the Flat Bracket.
• 11h Braced Girder. Most are .65mm thick but two are .
85mm, and feel quite stiff.
• Windmill Sail. More accurate measurements show it to be
84.7*35.2mm plus the arm. The slots are 26*88mm.
• Bosses. Except as noted they are 10mm Ø brass, s/t, as
before, but with a slightly larger bore of 4.2 – 4.3mm. 6-point
peening is used (leaving a rough edge) instead of the Ph.4
thin ring.
• Pulleys. The Small Loose Pulley is 14.0mm o.d. & 3.9mm
wide. The metal 28mm Fast & Loose Pulleys are the same
o.d.  as  in  Ph.4,  and  5½mm  across  the  vee.  The  Loose
version  has  an  8.0mm  Ø  boss,  2mm  deep.  The  (metal)
68.4mm Pulley has a 6mm wide vee, and 4.1mm wide slots.
The 51mm Pulley (#49) mentioned in OSN 18, with 4 of the
8 face holes oversize, is not in either Set but can be seen in
the models shown later.
• Gears. These are cast aluminium with integral bosses and
one side of the rim machined. They are slightly smaller in
diameter (38.0, 69.4mm o.d.) and run well at 2" centres. The

faces of the 20 & 38t are 5.5 & 5.0mm wide respectively.
• Colour  changes.  The  Bush  Wheel is  dark  blue,  the
Trunnions & the Propeller dark green, and the Spanner is
chemically blackened.
• Axles etc are nickeled, with the same sheared ends, and
most are 4.05mm Ø. New sizes seen are 30 & 11cm. The
offset of  the handle of the  Crank Handle is 12mm in one
example and 15mm in another.
• The N&B are similar but some Nuts are 8.2mm A/F.

‘New’ Parts:   • 25h A/G.  Differing  bend points  give
sections of 16.0–16.5*13.6-13.3mm. The holes are set back
3.2mm from one edge, and the 8.5mm slots are 4.0mm from
the other.  Corners vary from well  to slightly rounded. The
hole pitch is correct in 2 examples, .05" short over 25 holes
in a third, and .1" in the fourth. These were the only serious
inaccuracies noted in all the parts.
• The 1*3*1h DAS are bent up from strips 11.5mm wide.
• Brackets.  A  2*1*2h  Double  Bracket &
Corner  Angle  Brackets (M154a,b).  A  dark
green 4-Way Flat Bracket, right, with a 4.6mm
centre hole. It is shown similar to the MÄRKLIN
pattern in the Illustrated Parts, with one arm of
the cross shorter, and with all the holes round.
• A 5*7h Flexible Plate which matches the others.
• 25h Braced Girder. It matches the thinner 11h type.
• Single-arm Crank. Its arm is 13.2mm wide with an 18mm
Ø surround to the boss. The Slot is 8.8mm long, the hole
4.5mm Ø, and the boss has 4-point peening.
• Flanged Wheel. Solid machined brass with separate boss
poorly peened on with a thin ring of metal. It is 20.8mm o.d.
and the 6mm wide tread is 19.0mm Ø. Each of the 4 seen
has a very small groove in the tread.
• The Hook is cast zinc, 33mm o/a, with a 10.5mm ball, and
a 1.9mm hole for the Cord.
• The Crankshaft is 3.98 Ø, 101mm o/a, with a 13mm offset.
• The Screwdriver is 13mm o/a with a 63mm nickel blade,
and a light blue, cruciform section, plastic handle.
• The Washer is 9mm o.d., and 1mm thick. The Spring Clip
is  bright,  5.3mm  wide  with  5mm  wings;  some  are  badly
formed and do not grip well.  A  Grub Screw, 5.7mm long,
was found in one boss.

The SETS  The No.4 is in a nicely made wooden box,
40½*31½cm, light in colour. The base is 3¼mm deep and
has  a  3-comparment  wooden  tray  sitting  in  it,  with  parts
attached to yellow cards by brassed bifurcated paper clips.
Another yellow card, the area of the box, carries more parts
and sits on top of the tray.  The hinged lid is 2cm deep to

accommodate the top layer of parts, and on the outside is a
label 24*17½cm, exactly like the No.4 manual cover above
The N&B are in a 7*6cm red card box, like those in Ph.3 & 4.
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The No.6 has a dark green box (the same colour as the
Ph.3 sets), 30*40*7cm, and the parts are in 3 trays,  each
with  card  partitions  giving  3  compartments.  The  backing
cards are missing but the inside of the lid is yellow. The label
is identical to the No.4 apart from a ‘6’ in the yellow circle.

SET  STRUCTURE  Some  neat  chicanery  happened
between Ph.1 & 2. The Contents in the Ph.1 No.4 manual
shows  Sets  1-7.  In  the  Ph.2  No.6  are  Nos.1–8  (as  in
MCS/NZ): of these 1–3 are as before; Set 4 is the previous
No.4 less the Gears, 3" Pulleys, 11h Braced Girders, & the
Propeller; the No.5 is the previous No.4 but with a Wooden-
handled Screwdriver instead of a Wire one; and then Nos.6-
8 are the previous 5-7. The No.9 in the Ph.4 manuals (& in
MCS/FB) is an additional set, genuinely larger than the No.8.

The MANUALS  The manuals with the Sets are similar
in style to the small one described in 18/497.

SUMMARY  OF  No.4  MANUAL  •Name:  CONDOR
CONTRUZIONI MECCANICHE, 4. •Details of maker: none. •Dates
&/or Ref Nos: none. •Page size: 240*167mm. •No. of pages:
48  pages  +  covers.  •Languages:  Italian,  French,  English,
Spanish.  •Printing: brown shaded line drawings of models;
cover as on previous page.  •Page Nos. of Illustrated Parts
List  & highest  PN: 6-9,69.  •Page Nos. of  Set Contents  &
highest PN: 4-5,69. •Sets covered: 2,3,4. •No. of models for
each set: 2,18,20. •Name, Page No. of first & last model of
each  set  (no  Model  Nos.):  2:  MERRY-GO-ROUND,14;
WINDMILL,14.  3:  AUTO  VAN,  15;  ELEVATOR,27.  4:  RULLO
COMPRESSORE (Road Roller, no English name),28; MERRY-GO-
ROUND,46-7. •Other notes: •Use of parts, gearing on pp10-13
- these & model notes are in Italian only. •A Jeep & Liner are
on p48, without a Set No. •C2-4 are blank.

The two sample No.2 models are the same as those in
the OSN 18 manual. The later Ph.4 No.4 manual has many
more No.1 & 2 models, but those for the No.3 are identical.
The new set structure explains why it has only three No.4
models – all the others in the Ph.1 manual need parts which
were deleted from the Ph.1 No.4 outfit.

The No.5 models in the Ph.4 No.5 manual are identical
to the No.4’s in the Ph.1 manual - some remarks about them
were included in OSN 25. And as noted in OSN 25 the Ph.4
No.5 manual has no No.4 models; the No.2 & 3 models in it
are identical to those in the Ph.1 No.4.

SUMMARY OF No.6 MANUAL (omitting details  which
are the same as those in the No.4 above) •No. of pages: 96
+ covers. •Printing: cover as in 18/497. •Sets covered: 6,7,8.
•No. of models for each set: 28,13,18. •Name, Page No. of
first  &  last  model  of  each  set  (no  Model  Nos.):  6:
BURATTINO,15; GRU GIREVOLE CON DRAGA,44-5. 7: TORNIO
PARALLELO,46;  AUTOSCALA,60-1.  8:PULLMAN,63;  TRANS+
ATLANTICO,90-2. •Other  notes:  •Use  of  parts,  gearing  on
pp10-14 – these, the model notes, & most model names are
in  Italian  only.  •p62  has  PORTAEREI without  a  Set  No.
FRESATRICE on p94 &  TREBBIATRICE on p95 are for  Set
No.5 with additional parts. •C2-4 & pp93,96 are blank.

In both manuals there is a heavily shaded line drawing
for each model, with additional views for the larger ones, a
parts needed list for each, and explanatory text, in Italian, for
all but the simpler ones.

There  is  a  fair  range  of  models  but  they  are  fairly
unadventurous  mechanically,  with  simple  gear  drives  in
most, but beyond that only Pawls on Pinions in Cranes, and
centre-pivot steering in Vehicles. Some of  the models are
rather  unusual  though,  a  ‘Hydro  Pneumatic  Plant’  for
instance,  and  a  ‘Railway’s  Station’  with  rails  including  a
working point. As is the case for many of the other models,

the  details  can’t  be  seen
properly  in  the  very  dark
illustrations.  The  instruct-
ions, in Italian, might help.

Left  is  the drawing  (full-
size)  of  a rather interesting
looking  Steam  Windmill
(mistitled  ‘Steam  Water-
mill’),  made  from  the  No.8
Set.  I  suppose the cylinder
on the right is linked to the
drive  from  the  sails  when
required,  but  how  this  is
done isn’t clear. Overleaf is
one  of  the  more  realistic
models  with  all  the  views
shown,  again  full-size.  All
the  illustrations  were
originally  brown  but  are  a
little clearer in B&W.
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